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The Shift : Covid & Supply chains – 8/6/2020

Delhaize’s experiences



Clients’ new habits

Shopping safety

• Higher hygiene standards: equipment & 
protection for clients & staff

• Groups with special needs (senior, medical 
staff..)

• Booming e-commerce

New constraints

Empty shelves & Cook at home

• Rush into supermarkets & huge stocks in 
some categories, leaving the shelves empty.

• Stay at home impacts buying power
• Cook at home as everything else is closed.
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Clients’ new resolutions

Seek for Local food & greater sense of 
solidarity

• Origin of food: Belgian, local & impact on 
planet

• Greater Solidarity towards community 
(seniors, hospitals, farmers, restaurants) and 
towards Belgian farmers

Stronger attention to healthy 
eating

• Availability & affordability of healthy 
food

• More holistic view of health: food, 
hygiene and way of living
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food systems after Covid-19

Partnerships to balance global and local food



the global food system

- From field to fork = 10% of 
world GDP, employs 1.5 bn 
people

- 1970-2020: population 
doubled; global food 
supply tripled

- 4/5th of our 8 bn people 
are fed partly by imports, 
value of 1.5 trillion, 3 
times the value it was in 
2000.



Do we want history to repeat itself?

• Border 

closures, 

• lockdowns, 

• restriction of 

movements,

• travel 

restrictions

• Economy shrinks, 
income collapse, 
shortage of 
money, people 
facing acute food 
shortages (1.7% 
 3.4% of world 
population)

• Supply and 
demand 
disruptions

• Panicking 

politicians to 

stockpile food 

and limit 

exports (like 

during the 

food crisis 

2007-2008)?



disrupted food systems due to Covid-19

- Among urban consumers:

- Disrupted supply chains & less income 

- Food insecurity: not only calories, but also nutrients

- Among farmer communities: 

- Sales go down : markets closed, restaurants and institutional kitchens 
closed (up to 30% of food consumption), serious challenges at logistical 
level

- Withdrawal of finance institutions

- In the food industry and retail sector:

- Food waste

- Logistical issues

- Interrupted supply

McDonald’s sales have dropped by about 
70% in Europe. Amazon’s grocery e-

commerce capacity has risen by 60%. 
Walmart has hired 150,000 people 

during the month of March. 



Rikolto’s response



Sustainable food systems

Balancing the local and the global :

- Local markets and building a supply with local products should be 
central in policies, especially for perishable products, those that 
are not highly processed and those that can be grown locally, they 
can guarantee food system resilience in times of crises.

- Diversified farms create resilience: when one crop fails, when one 
product isn’t sold, when commodity prices drop, … 

- Diversified farms offer more possibilities for ecological 
sustainability

- Market diversification also creates resilience by reducing 
dependency from one or a few buyers

How can partnerships within the global 
supply chain be a lever for this?



Supply chain leaders can take the lead and think beyond commodities

• Cocoa farmers cannot make a living from 
selling their cocoa, they need to get a better 
price for their cocoa, but that’s not enough; 
they need to enhance cocoa productivity, 
transform their cocoa fields into agroforestry 
systems, diversify their farm and sell (food) 
crops into the local markets, have off-farm 
income …

• Tony Chocolonely! But also Ahold-Delhaize for
its chocolate, Colruyt, they invest in living 
income for cocoa farmers…

• Lidl engages with cocoa farmers that supply
cocoa for their ‘Way2Go’ chocolate with rice
and yam production support and local market 
access.

• Beyond Chocolate initiative a Belgian level



Take-aways

• More local = more resilience

• Global = important as well for most of 

the world (highly processed foods, exotic 

commodities, non-perishable products)

• Real partnerships look beyond commodity 

trading



Chris Claes, 08/06/2020





Towards resilient and sustainable
food systems: Strategic and
operational priorities? 

The shift, Brussels, 8th of June 2020



Development actor in a 
changing context



Green deal: food systems



And many more…, working
on transition towards SFS



And now ….

• Putting supply chains under strain ; 
exacerbating vulnerabilities of food systems

• with different impacts in the world, but huge
impact on access to food in the Global South, 
especially for the already vulnerable groups 

• Short term responses needed and on-going;
innovative solutions through collaboration 
between different local actors

• Need reinforced for a transition to more 
resilient food systems, and reducing in a 
systemic way, vulnerability to future shocks



• Building more equity within the food chains

• Empowering farmer organisations and marginalized
groups, women and youth, to actively participate
and strengthen their role in the food chains

• Protecting the most vulnerable

We need more inclusive 
food systems



Environmentally sustainable
and resilient production 
systems

• Supporting more agro-ecological and climate
friendly practices and systems

• reducing environmental footprint along the 
chain (food loss, transport, waste, packaging, …)

• protecting biodiversity



which are able to deliver healthy
and nutritious diets, accessible to all

• Strengthening food safety issues 

• Promoting healthy and nutritious food & sensitizing
consumers

• Facilitating linkages btwn producers & consumers



and generate economically
viable activities for all actors

• With fairer wages for food and farmworkers

• Engaging with small scale producers and 
local SME´s

• Promoting diverse market systems for 
increased incomes



Way forward? 

• Analysing the possible impact of our actions on 
the different sustainability dimensions of the 
food system. Analyse trade-offs

• Importance to do this with different type of 
actors to better understand possible  impacts

• Searching for opportunities and solutions 
through engaging with other actors to gain 
progress on all 3 dimensions, and/or minimize
negative impact on one of the dimensions

• Supporting locally-grown solutions and 
initiatives with positive impact; building on 
current initiatives as a response to the COVID19



EXPERTISE: PARTNERSHIPS & NETWORKS

31

Partnerships

The partnerships improve our 

projects and allow us to export 

Belgian expertise.

• Justice, police, port management, 

vocational training, social security, 

the environment, human rights, 

water, climate change, e-

governance...

• Private businesses

• Civil society organisations

Enabel has also signed more than 60 partnerships with Belgian public 
entities, universities, national and international research centres, 
businesses and civil society organisations and it is affiliated to many 
expertise networks.

Networks

• At the Belgian level: Be-Cause 

Health, Educaid.be, Be-Troplive, 

Belgian D4D Platform… 

• At the international level: 

Practitioners’ Network, 

Learn4Dev, International 

Network on Fragility and Conflict, 

DAC Network on Gender 

Equality…



Example: Supporting saffron 
producers in Morocco: 

What do we want to achieve?
Successful producers, 

earning a decent living

Autonomous women who 
participate in decisions in the 
sector

Professional and
dynamic
cooperatives

Standalone GIEs 
that ensure a good 
valuation of 
products

Inter-professional 
organizations that define and 
implement the development 
strategy of their sector



Saffron AVC : major changes and results
observed

• Significant changes have been observed in the professionalization of actors;
active cooperatives that organize themselves and have evolved in their
development; GIEs on the road to autonomy

• Improvement of the conditions of production, quality improvement and 
structuring of marketing

• A dynamic that has improved the price received

• Sales tripled: products available in 36 stores in Marjane and 
the solidarity markets of Casablanca;

• A partnership between GIE DA and a Moroccan company 
selling saffron tea infusions:

• Fair trade :

• 2016,  technical support to Imgoun cooperative to obtain a Fairtrade 
certificate in order to market 12KG / year in Switzerland; 

• 2018,  a set of specifications to integrate Taliouine's saffron into the Slow 
Food sentinel networks. Currently, 3 cooperatives are Sentinel Slow Food 
certified.

• Creation of decent jobs, mainly for rural women
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Let´s  put hands together for  making food 
systems more resilient & sustainable



THANK

YOU

erik.post@theshift.be


